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Dr. Jorge Anzorena is professor of Architecture at the

Sophia University, Tokyo, Japan. The subject that he

teaches at th« post graduate lave1 is "Development".

Six months of the year, from October to March, he spends

in visiting, evaluating and advising development projects

in South and South East Asia. H© is considered, the world
" " " . . . . . • • • • ' • " ,: r - -

over, as an expert in his field. He has been associated as

a cpnsj^tant with various community participation projects

in the Phillipines and Indono»ia. He is the author of

numerous papers and a bo^fi^ «Japanese on development.

Recently his new book, "A Time to Build: Peoples Housing

in Aslj^i has been published liy the Asian Bureau, Australia.

Dr. Anzorena has visisted Pakistan regularly the past many

years. His most recent visit was in last January, when he

spent two days with the Oraa«i Pilot Project and slept for

two nigtots in QPP office^ la i|s newsletter he has written

on OT» aad two other Pakistani Projects. The Pakistani

portion ot his newsletter for February is enclosed.

*****
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Introduction!

Paul Baross's report to BSCAP of the infrastructure pro-

vision for low income settlements was published in the

newsletter of October 1983 with some concluding observa-

tions;

"The environmental conditions in low income

neighbourhoods remain poor and hazardous to

health because adequate solution to water

supply is on a purely autonomous basis'1.

To make progress probably a new institutional model of

partnership is required with corresponding innovations

of technology and organizational skills which requires

sharing of responsibility for the production and main-

tenance of urban services.
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Mareh 1ft*3 t reported about the pioneer work of OPP

ye^ated with the sewer system.

after piy visit in January 1984 I felt the uniqueness

il»©jeet with regards to:

%) e*eating better environment for thousands of families;

I) ïta ftflord^ble ooatj

3), The ine?e.asin« sense of community:

a« Wben 3Q to 30 families io the same lane set up a

fltwey for1 their lane:

fe, Wften the families living in several lanes come come

together to set-up a secondary lane;

e, iventually «everal hundreds of families connected

with several secondary lanes set up the main lane.

i) The way this projeot is creating a more decentralized

syitem in Orangl shows that citizens can now handle

by themselves many of their problems and are able to

ajn infrastructure system and are*developing the

to maintain it;

5) The capacity of the OPP technical team is to analyze

and divide the compllcatsd technology of the sewer

System in a series of simple steps, which can be under-

Stood and handled by masons and the local residents;
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6) tThe role of OPP is not to control but to guide the

local projects through discussions, leaflets, posters

in which the small failures of the residents become

a learning process for them.

I. GENESIS OF THE PROJECT

Orangl is a Katchi abadi or substandard urban .area, a

squatter town inhabiting 800,000 people in an area of

approximately 5,000 acres. In the Karachi division alone,

there are 362 such Katchi abadis with a total population

of two million.

For a long time the existence of such large number» of

people living in Katchi abadis was not recognized by the

government. The government felt no obligation to their

developmental needs and no attention was paid accordingly,

until a Directorate of Katçhi Abadis was created in order

to look into the possibility of providing the Katchi Abadis

the basic services such as water supply and sewerage, etc.

The improvement of Katchi abadis in term of providing water

supply and sewerage lavolves large SUBS of money. The govern-

ment agencies who are responsible for tbis task, first the
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Karachi Development Authority (KDA), and since July 1981

the Karachi Metropolitan Corporation (KlfC), have faced

difficulties with regards to funding these improvement

project*.

The difficulty has not been so much in finding a lender

as much as in finding the ways and means of recovering
. • • . . i

the loan money fot re^»jf»ent. "Hie government would have

to either repay the loan fro» its own resources or

recover it through the beneficiitrles (local residents of

Katchi abadis). When large suns are involved none pf tftifi

seems to have been easily possible* Experience fro$ Ba}.di»

Improvement Project of Karachi snows that recoveries fro»

lease charges lag behind s*pÉà£ltarer in th*» first threfc

yearn, KMC spent Its;30 million (US$3,000,000) but it

recovered only S3X of this amount from the residents whp
are r«luot»»t to pay lease charges as long as they #9 m%

see improvwnunt works actually parried out.

As'for raising the necessary funds froj§ the local residents

of Orangi in the form of development charges, the major

obstacle ha* been the prohibitive Fates charged by fhp KMp

or KDA'planners, engineers and contractor^, Residents

it lm|»ossible to pay Rs*9.ffft(W90O) or Ii»4

per hou»# for the development ef improvement of



sewerage, etc., they are charged Rs:J5,000 (US$1,QOO)

or Rs:20,000 (US$1,133) for a house built on 80 to 100

square yards (66.90 sq.m to 83.6 sq.m.).

residents felt £hat %t fas, £ he duty of the locaj.

(councillors or the KMC or KDA to provide these t|asip

facilities for them. The KMC, on the other hand, being

unable to recover the development charges from the

residents of these low-4,j)££ine areas left things as they

«ere, and the result was further deterioration of fhjg

sub-standard and unhygienic conditions in the lamas an,d

in the area as a whole.

these difficult .«^flt^pns, gome R^ople b§ve

made several attempts to improve the

their lanes including constructing elementary

in a few àSrefcs. Thpy have tried tp lay pipes

the disposal of water and sewerage from the latyfts, into,

the big nalas (natural drains). A few people who çaty afford

the cost have even made their own septic tanks. However,

given the lack of technical support many such efforts have

been uasuccessful. The level of the pipes has not been

properly maintained/ Itonholes are qften not made. Or the

pipes have not been laid at sufficient depth to be able to

bear the weight of vehicular traffic.
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It seem that despite good Intentions and some investment

the government authorities have not been able to bring

about any substantial change in the infrastructure of

Katchi abadis. Whatever may be the reason* it seems to be

two set of rules operating in every country/ one for the

affluent sections of the society who need and get all the

facilities of a healthy living, and the other for the poor

who are made to live without the basic facilities of running

water, sanitation, drainage system, roads electricity, etc.

II. SEARCH FOR A DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY THAT IS PEOPLE

ORIENTED:

When Dr. Akhtar Hameed Khan» the Director of the Orangi

Pilot Project began to explore the possibilities of find-

ing a solution to ttois problem, he first thought that the

government could be persuaded to pay more attention to the

needs of the councillors, mobilizing the existing local

organizations, In particular the All Orangi United Federa-

tion, and meeting the high officials of KMC, KDA, Local

Government in order to draw their attention to the plight

of the people of Orttngi.
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But soon it was discovered that the problem is not the

lack of effective lobbying but of constraints of a very

different nature. On the one hand, the KDA and KUC charges

more far beyond the reach of the people of Orangi. And on

theotber hand, because of unknown reasons, the KDA or the

KMC were not able to reduce the cost of providing basic

facilities to the common people.

The broad outline of the alternative strategy had been

envisaged by Dr. Khan: that it had to be development from

below in which local residents would be organized and

their resources would be mobilized. By this method, the

creation of effective local organization and dissemination

of technical skills among local people would be the key to

the improvement of Orangi. And above all, the success of

the methodology would depend on a sound low-cost technology-

technical competence and professional approach.

There seems to have, been three barriers preventing the

improvement of Orangi on a self-help basis. First,.there

has been the psychological barrier both the top̂  and at the

bottom. At the top, the psychological barrier1 has been with

the government departments, who perhaps feel that the problem

of Katchi abadis cannot be solved with any significant results,

in view pf the fact that they do not have sufficient resources
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Psychological barrier* at the bottom refers to the attitude

of some people in Orangi who still expect the KMC or the

KDA to do the work for them. They also feel that in any

case the work of sanitation, water supply, drainage, and

so on, is beyond their own abilities and resources.

The second barrier, and connected with the first, is the

cost barrier. As pointed out earlier the cost of construc-

ing a proper sanitation system through conventional methods

involving government departments, vested interests,

corruption, etc., has been excessively high for the people

to afford.

And the third barrier has been the technical or technological

barrier. Tills means that when resident & have been interested

and motivated in constructing a sewerage system, they have

lacked the technical know-how to do it competently and satis-

factorily. The result has invariably led to failures sooner

or later.

As a first step, the OPP has attempted to try to remove the

three barriers. With regards to the sanitation programme the

experiment has been (a) to persuade the residents that if

they do not organize themselves to improve their living condi-

tions, nobody will do it for them, and they will face greater
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hardships; (b) to try to r«duee the cost of a standard

sewerage systemt and (e) to provide the Interested resi-

dents with a low-cost technology and the technical guidance

and assistance for constructing it» and to train them in

its maintenance and upktttgh

In order to eliminate the problem of mistrust, Dr. Khan

started with the lane as the unit of organization. On an

average there are b«tw$t& 80 to 30 houses in each lane.

The heads of these households get together, discuss the

problem of sewerage and the need to rectify it. When they

all agree that work on sewerage should be done and that they

are willing to contribute their share of the cost, then they

make a formal application to the OPP office» The OPP office

sends its technical team which surveys the lane and gives

the design and cost estimate. Then the residents collect end

give the money to elected lane managers. The managers then buy

ta® material and organize the work» Full account of expenses

is maintained and a copy is submitted to the OPP office»

By making lane as the unit of organization makes it possible

to organize people into an effective structure of collective

action.



©$?©««§vint the ooBt barrier became possible by

%fee ae*t of construction. By eliminating kick-

backs a.a,4 profiteerin» thfl 00«t has been brought down to

%fe§ti a tbifd of prevalent rates. In some cases, the

li« fe«#fl re4ueed to aa low as Rs:12.60 (us$.84) per

flit ft§ @a«)Sft?ed to the prevalent rate of Rs:45 (US$3.00)

per vttt $t drainage line.

reduction has been possible by improving the

Pf the fflftBfeolsa and septic tanks. By changing the

©I the ffl*flhol«« from block, construction to east in-

tbe need for expenaivo skilled raasons has also been

, Steel «huttering» are provided to the residents

uae 4% tq ©oustruet the manholes themselves under OPP

if needed.

It 4i fully reali»#d that the reduction in cost should at

ne gtage eompremise the Quality of work. By improving the

4t@igS of the manhole (by eliminating waste in material,

§iffiplifyin.g eons t ruct ion « etc.) and also by simplifying the

by putting a 'T' in a Haudi (Interceptor chamber)

then building an expensive waffle chamber, it has

been, possible to further reduce the cost. It took many

wantha of experimentation with various designs of Haudis

and BMMRhol»» before a satiirfactory solution was found.



The task of extension work involved considerable time and

effort. After having arrived at a successful design of

Raudi with a T-pipe connection, it was found that the

residents were often not following the OPP instructions.

When the technical staff surveyed the lanes constructed

with OPP assistance it was found that a number of house

had given direct connection with the main line. They had

either not built the Haudis with T-pipe. This naturally

threatened with choking and failure of the system.

Consequently OPP had to instruct all its managers and

technical staff to make sure that no future direct connec-
• - • • ' • • • ' / .

tioXLS are nuide and those made are rectified,. To improve

the understanding of the people plastic models to scale

were made to demonstrate visually bow the system works,

from the toilet to the Haudi to the main line.

OPP is aware that it cannot immediately build a fully

integrated and complete sewerage system. The purpose is

to organize the people to learn how to do it themselves.

Deviance and error of judgement is part of the process of

developing local organisations and local skills and exper-
• i •••'•• •' • ' ^ V . - . • . - • . . . . . • - . - . . . . . : • • • • . • . •

_ tise which will eventually eliminate the need to depend on

., the expensive services of outside institutions and profes-

sionals.
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The demonstrative effect of this self-help program* baa

been significant. When the programme first starte4 in

September 1981, it took three months for Dr. Khan and his

social motivators-to convince the residents of one lane

only that the proposal was not another political gimmickry,

that it would work and work well» Today the demand!fro»

lane residents keep pouring in,

III. RESULTSt

A. Introduction;

1. OPP has approximately 30,000 bouses in the

». Out of 2,207 lane», 1,231 have no sewerage
The percentage ol lanes without sewerage is &5,3*

3. Nine hundred si* lanes have some kind of sewerage
lines. This is 44,6% of the total lanes,

4. The figures indicate both the interest i»
tion and the immensity of the task,

5, The sewerage lints bay» become popular ®8lF t e » H
and only in some of the Mohallas (neighbourhoods);

6. In many cases the ia'»« resident a have been %qq
impatient to wait for OPP desijms and maps, %
have proceeded on their pwn. often popytng %Ù
work done in the adjoining lanes iipperfepfiy t

7, Therefore, th» rectification work tp be undertaken
with respect to self-«ade lipeg is equal ta â £
the work again,

8, Even the so-called OPP iineg ftpeg some
tions in many
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ffettf* ft'H tbe families of one lane (20-309 decide to inter-

vene in this project, accepting to bear the costs and the

responsibility of the construction and sometimes subsidising,

s.p,»e families who are too poor to put their share in the

ppç^(3Ç$f asjç QPP to have a survey of the area.

I» From October 1981 till June 1983:

Requests received from 43 Mohallas (neighbourhoods)^11 lanes

Survey completed in 42 Mohallas »4,|8 lan,es

plans and estimates supplied in 39 Mohallas «346 lanes

Details of Estimates;

Number of houses . 7,635
Length of sewage line» rft. 131,506
Number of manholes 3,114
Total estimated cost Rs:2,428,564 (US$161,904)

Averages ;

Area of house 124.17 sq.yd.(104 sq.m).
Cost per house Rs:318.08 (US$21)
Cost per sq.yd. Rs:2.56 (US$17)
Cost per rft. Rs:18,47 (US$1.21)

G. From July till December 1983;

Survey completed in 20 Mohallas • « 66 lanes.
Major plans, estimates supplied in 15 Mohallas « 41 lanes,
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Details of Estimates!

Number of houses

Length of sewage lines rft.

Number of manholes

Total estimated cost

Averages:

Cost per house

Cost per rft.

Cost per house

Cost per rft.

Construction work in progress:

1,085

17,333

586

Rs:338.689 (USA22,579)

July-September;

Rs:295.43 (US$19.70)

Rs: 18.68 (US$ 2.46)

October-December ;

Rs:368.61 (US$24.57)

Rs: 22.30 (US$ 1.49)

July to December 1983, in 13 Mohallas 53 lanes.

D. Extension;

The success of a popularly financed and managed programme

depends greatly on the training and education of the resi-

dents and the managers chosen by them. Therefore, OPP are

placing the major emphasis on extension work, the prepara-

tion aad distribution of instruction sheets, pamphlets and

posters as well as lane meetings. To the seven leaflets

distributed in July-September, the following have been

in the quarter (October-December)*
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I * Proper construction of manhole and Haudi covers.

* Fixing a vent pipe in th©
* Proper ratio of ceaent and bajri.

* Instructions for manhole maintenance.

•

^ frequently the local workers engaged by the lane managers

m are reluctant to follow the instructions, and try to

introduce unnecessary and often harmful deviations. OPP

il therefore started keeping records of the work of good and

• î reliable workers. There are now a dozen names in OPP

register, whom OPP can,recommend to the lane managers.

— 1&e Waif: way which OPP can influence the neighbourhoods is

• through information through posters indicating wrong and

I right constructions» publication of leaflets and the Orangi

quarterly in which case studies of constructions are studied

or profiles of the activists and councillors together with

even critical views of OPP approach are published.
E. Supervision;

In many lanes the sewage lines cannot be constructed until

the designs of secondary drains are completed. These require

prolonged research and investigation.

A pattern has been evolved for (1) surveying and mapping,

(2) for designing, and (3) for estimating the cost of tke

secondary drains. Previously OPP had evolved a simple pattern

for the lanes only*
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P. Research-Circle Plan Book:

With the delta collected through the comprehensive survey,

OPP is compiling a plan book for each of the council circle.

The plan books contains the following:

* Map of Orangi Township, showing councillors circles.

* Enlarged map of the councillors circle showing
Mohallas and sectors.

* Ealarged maps of each Mohalla, showing the lanes,
roads and the Nallas (creeks).

* Each map contains information about: (i) number of
houses in each lane, (ii) slope of the lane, and
(ill) condition of sewerage» etc.

The plan book will be of great assistance to the councillors

for the comprehensive development of the sewerage and drain-

age aptftas in their circles. Instruction manuals and leaflets

are enclosed with the plan book.

IV. PROBLEMS AND CRITICISMS

A. Problemst

1. Insistence ofsome houseowners to make direct

connection from the toilet of the house to the

manhole, and

2. thé low quality .of manhole covers. Educative

effort to overcome these problems have been

intensified.
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3. In some lanes a strong ftonri (base) is hot put

under the manhole», A leaflet emphasizing the

importance of ftohrl, and also indicating the

ratios of mixture, and the method of curing is

being written for dintributiëhi

4. The shuttering* tôt mahhëîës, Which have caused

trouble in êôtoe eases by making the thickness of

manhole walls uneven, are being improved by fixing

an angle Iron.

5. In view of the lt>W Quality material Used by the

lane people» OPP is recommending an increase in

the thickness of walls, from 3" to 4".

6. Quality of Pipes: The cement concrete pipes used by

the lane people are those which are commonly avail-

able in the local market. The client» of OPP belong

to the lowest income groups. They cannot afford a

capital intensive construction. The preference

naturally is for labour intensive».capital Saving

alternatives. Hence, even whan superior quality
<: pipes are available, the people generally prefer

thé cheaper variety. The advice for the best quality

would be discarded on the ground that it is beyond

their means. They found that fiberglass pipes are

too costly. The consultants have told OPP that

these lower quality cement pipes are liable to

corrosion and may bave to be replaced after 12 to

15 years. The people have been informed. Their

attitude Is . that they can bear the cost of future

maintenance more easily than a bigger investment

immediately.
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It epltiGJsws:

The roast cauwton °t the crit loi8ms raised against the OPP

is tha^t since the main drains are not being built by the

KlfG, the sewerage system as being presently constructed in

the OPP areas simply shifts the problem of sewage disposal

fro,» the lanes to the open Nail as (creeks).

paint that has to be appreciated in order to understand

{he appr^acH ot OPP is that neither the OPP has the resources

to provide for a final and completely integrated sewerage

system, in the immediate future* nor can the KMC provide it to

the people <af Orangi given it» own financial limitations. An

integrated work plan is undoubtedly most desirable and there

can be no debate on the issue. But now since this is not

possiblei ^he only viable option left is to build the system

incrementally, together with local and government resources.

The fajit is that lane organizations in Orangi have already

improved their lanes through, collective efforts and the

mobilization of local resources and are now bringing pressure

on councillors and government departments to develop the main

drains so that dirty water from the lanes does not flow in

the open. The councillors are receptive to the needs of the

people and with sufficient organized pressure government

assistance could be successfully mobilized.
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OPP1s approach is only a first step in the transition to

a system in whi«h eventually sewage will -not be left in
• • • . ' • • . . • •

the open Nalla» but carried away into the sea or to treat-

ment plants.

The second criticism points to the fact that working through

a lane as the unit and without a sanitary engineer will lead

to difficulties at a Inter stage when main and secondary lane

will not match with the pipes of lanes. It is correct that to
.. . • • i • • •

some extent there are problems and some duplication of work

and extra expenses which could have been economized with an

Integrated plan. But the choices for tb.e people of Orangi is

either to wait indefinitely for an integrated plan with the

filth and unsanitary conditions of the lanes with health

hazards for their children or to get the work started on a

lane basis now with a design which has shown to be technically

sound in more than 300 lanes which have already been improved.
• • • . - . ' • ! . ' • . • • • • . ' \

Apart from that in Orangi there are naturai/is lopes in the main

Nallas which will cause no impediment in the flow of sewage.

Another criticism is the size of the haudt. It has been pointed

out that the Haudis are small and therefore will be filled up

within 3-4 months. First of all, the baudis which were built
. • • • • ' • • • • • • . • . • • ; • • ' a • • ' ' • • • • .

eight months ago are still not full. And secondly» the

constraint on size has been the unwillingness or inability
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on the part of the residents to «pend more than a certain

amount in theeconstruction of these Haudis. From February

1983 OPP has been advocating the construction of cast in

site septic tanks. Shutterings have already been supplied

to lane managers with far less cost.

Conclusion:

It is getting more and more difficult.to handle construction

and maintenance of the infrastructure of all our cities* In

Orangi, Karachi, I have witnessed a new experience of » sewer

system constructed by the people under the direction ©f a

technical team. The secret consists oft

1. Mobilizing the people to construct the sewerage

system, and

2. Analyzing, directing and simplifying to the pepplp

a complicated technology like the sewer system, in

order that the people will understand and

be able to main it,

I firmly believe that this experiment should be studied»

supported and improved by national and international

Organizing the responsibility of the families living

and neighbourhoods will be the better system for

tion which is badly needed in all cities,

* * * * * * •

•Zaidi»


